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ALUMS HEAR FROM LEADING
NOVELIST, FILMAKER & STUDENT
DGALA has continued this year to provide timely and stimulating
programming for the Dartmouth LGBTQIA+
community. While the pandemic has brought
many negatives, a positive
has been the growing
accessibility
for
alums,
students
and
other
community members to
connect with each other
and
with
DGALA
Torrey Peters GR’13 and her awardprogramming
through
winning novel Detransition, Baby
Zoom and other media.
This
summer
and fall DGALA created popular and engaging Zoom
events with author Torrey Peters GR’13, documentary
filmmaker
Jonathan
Skurnik ’86,
and
sociology
researcher
Olivia Goodwin ’21 and a slide from
Olivia their Zoom research presentation
Goodwin
’21.
More on these and other events appears
in the pages to follow. Stay tuned to our
website and emails for more events in
Jonathan Skurnik ’86 and his film
2022, and if you have an idea for one,
“Becoming Johanna,” about a transgender teen
please let us know (dartgala@gmail.com).v
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TORREY PETERS GR’13 ON
Her publisher Random House aptly described Torrey Peters GR '13's best-selling 2021 novel
as “brilliantly and fearlessly navigating the most dangerous taboos around gender, sex, and
relationships, gifting us a thrillingly original, witty, and deeply moving novel.” The novel
(now available in paperback and currently being adapted into a television series) has won
numerous accolades (Named One of the Best Books of the Year by Esquire: Long listed for
The Women’s Prize; Roxanne’s Gay Audacious Book Club Pick; New York Times Editors’
Choice). However, tackling taboos and writing honestly about sex, gender and relationships
can also bring forth detractors, as well as challenge
thoughtful readers. On June 15 of this year, DGALA
leader Sheila Hicks-Rotella '04 led a candid conversion
about these issues, ideas and more in a Zoom
presentation co-hosted by Women of Dartmouth and
attended by a large audience from around the world,
who also asked questions. Following is a condensed
summary of some of what Torrey had to say; a fuller
summary appears on our website www.DGALA.org. If
you'd like to view the full Zoom recording, contact us
at dartgala@gmail.com.
Torrey on Her Time at Dartmouth
I transitioned and came out then; it turned out to be a
good experience; people were not hostile; they were
Torrey and Sheila on the Zoom
interested. My thesis advisor ended up being one of
the most important people whom I have ever met. We started with a traditional thesis
advising relationship, but it evolved to include broad philosophical issues; it shaped my
thinking.
Influences for Detransition, Baby
Transitioning in my early 30s, I had to find meaning in life. Older trans women generally
were not able to have the broader horizons that younger trans women do today. As a guide
I read works of divorced cis women who were starting life anew in their 30s. You need to
start over with less time, fewer illusions. They used humor, sadness, joy and loss. I tried to
apply that model to trans women.
Controversies
The phenomenon of detransitioning is sometimes used by bigots and transphobes; I do not
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DETRANSITION, BABY AND MORE
believe that it is something that we cannot talk about. We all do things in life that we come
to regret, but that does not mean that we were wrong in the first place. Most people who
detransition do so because it can be very difficult; you can lose friends, family, jobs. I say,
“Let's talk about it.” That is more healthy. Even to joke about it. A comparable example has
arisen when same-sex couples divorce; they may feel that they are stigmatizing same-sex
marriage, but that is not true. Divorce should not just be for straight people.
Another controversy was my nomination for the Women's Prize for Fiction [a prize awarded
annually in England to a female author of any nationality for a work in English]. Some critics
called me a man in disguise infiltrating a women's contest. These attacks did not bother me;
they triggered good conversations in the UK and actually helped sales there. I take more
seriously criticisms by trans people; some felt that my book exposes too many secrets. I say
that no transgender people should feel shame about any aspect of their lives, and the way
to get rid of that shame is to shine sunlight, as my novel does, and as my public
appearances, such as on “Good Morning America” and “Today” have done.
How Allies Can Help
Yes, we should oppose anti-trans legislation that is being put forth in many states. But there
are bigger issues than, say, sports. Trans women often face employment discrimination.
Advice for Writers
My early writing was for everyone and no one. Later, when I wrote for trans people, I found
a sense of urgency. Don't worry much about your craft as a writer, but ask to whom do you
have something to say with urgency. Imagine those people and speak to them. If you do
that, it will be interesting to others as well.
How People Should Come Away from Detransition, Baby
It's not that the book gives a solution. It describes the situation for trans women today and
shows their problems. How are we going to make a life together and not lie to each other?
This is the question that the book raises; the current generation of trans women must figure
out how to live. In my own life I am grappling with some of the questions that the book
raises.
The Zoom Session
Thank you for having me and asking such thoughtful questions. The logistics were great and
the turnout was wonderful. v
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JONATHAN SKURNIK '86 ON HIS
On October 7th this fall, DGALA hosted a Zoom event with Jonathan Skurnik '86 featuring
two of his documentaries: “Becoming Johanna” and “A Portrait of Robert Jackson.”
“Becoming Johanna” (2016) follows a transgender Latina teen as she is rejected by her
mother and deals with life issues over a 5-year period. Skurnik made the Jackson short
documentary when he was a senior at Dartmouth; it is a roving-around-campus interview
with Robert Jackson '86, who speaks candidly about his struggles as a black man and a gay
man. The film had never been digitized; DGALA put
up the funds to do so, and the film now will be
permanently housed in the Dartmouth library
system. Jonathan made both films available to
DGALA members for viewing before the Zoom event
and for a limited time thereafter. If you are
interested in seeing either or both, or in seeing the
Zoom event, email us at DartGALA@gmail.com.

Jonathan and Lee on the Zoom

The event was hosted by DGALA leader Lee MerkleRaymond '86, a classmate of Jonathan while the two
were at Dartmouth; questions from the audience
followed. The audience included students on campus,
participating with pizza provided by DGALA. The
following is a summary of some of what was
discussed; a longer version of the article appears on
our website, www.DGALA.org.

Jonathan on Why He Made Becoming Johanna
I was gender non-conforming as a youth, and I was horribly bullied. So this project was
personal to me. And it is for all youth, as well as all adults: we all are gender nonconforming to some extent, and we all are oppressed by a strict binary system. I had been
reading about transgender youth living in communities that supported them. These children
and their families were doing what my community hadn’t been able to do when I was a
child. As a social change filmmaker, I wanted to document and help to grow the movement
that embraces rather than suppresses children with gender expansive identities. I met
Johanna in an LA program for transgender youth, when she was 16. We worked together
for five years as I followed her, and later as we toured the country to speak to large groups
about the film [which also appeared on PBS].
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LGBT-THEMED DOCUMENTARIES
Jonathan on the Robert Jackson '86 Film
Robert was my friend at Dartmouth, and he had come out to
me about a month before we made the film. Filmmaking was
my passion at Dartmouth, and I asked if he would collaborate
with me on a film about him, discussing his being black, and
possibly his sexual orientation. Robert agreed, and he did come
out during the filming. Later the film was screened at Webster
Hall to over 300 people (as one of ten films from Jonathan's
class). Robert and I sat together; Robert was nervous; I told him
I'd tell them not to run it if he wished, but he said, “No; it's OK.”
We held hands for the whole film. Afterwards, Robert received
a standing ovation and much support from the audience.

Robert Jackson ’86,
from the film

Jonathan Speaking with Green Light After the Zoom Event
“It was a joy to connect with both alumni and students to discuss my films. DGALA
supported the digitization of the first major film that I made at Dartmouth, which I hadn’t
viewed in over 25 years. It was gratifying to realize that the voice and themes that I’ve
developed over a lifetime of creative output were incubated and developed while I was a
student, and to see the extraordinary similarities between my very first film and my most
recent PBS documentary. Another key part of my life that started at Dartmouth is my
lifelong commitment to being an ally to the LGBTQ community, and making the world safe
for all of us who deviate from the gender binary.”
Comment from Student Leader Jess Chiriboga ’24 About the Event
“Within, Dartmouth's LGBTQ+ club, gathered together in
Brace Commons over delicious pizza (thank you DGALA
for funding!) and yummy snacks and desserts! There
were a couple of new faces, which was incredible. Our
group especially enjoyed seeing Dartmouth of the past in
Jonathan Skurnik '86’s film on Robert Jackson '86. Collis
sure looks a lot different these days! Thank you to DGALA
for the incredible Q&A, the free pizza, and for digitizing
the Jackson film for us to enjoy!” v

Students Watching the Zoom Event at a
DGALA pizza party in the East
Wheelock Commons
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DGALA Alum Makes Gift
To Support LGBTQ
Resources on Campus
Over the summer Dartmouth announced that
DGALA alum Rob Saltzman ’76 had made a
planned gift to the College targeted to support
LGBTQ resources on campus: Triangle House; the
student LGBTQ organization; the DGALA/DCF
Scholars Program, the
Office of Pluralism and
Leadership;
and
the
Consortium of Studies in
Race,
Migration
and
Sexuality. Rob said, “I give
because, unlike when I
was on campus, there are
now out and visible
resources for LGBTQ+
students,
staff,
and
faculty. By targeting my
contributions to these current resources on
campus, I can help improve the lives of LGBTQ+
students, staff and faculty on campus now and
going forward into the future. I regret these
resources were not available when I was at
Dartmouth in the 1970s.”
Ann Root Keith ‘05a, COO, Advancement, told
Green Light, “On behalf of Dartmouth, we are
sincerely grateful for gifts and bequests in
support of LGBTQIA+ programs at Dartmouth. As
we work together to create healthy and
welcoming community across the College,
support from alumni demonstrates to our
students that they are part of the Dartmouth
family now and after their four years on the
Hanover plain. DGALA has played an important
role in making those connections over the years,
and we are thankful to all who support these
important programs!” Lindsey Yates-Grimley,
Senior Associate Director, Gift Planning, added,

“Dartmouth's Gift Planning Office is available to
assist you in exploring cost-efficient ways to leave
a legacy gift. There is no minimum gift amount or
age restriction and no pressure or obligation to
make a gift."

Olivia Goodwin ’21 Presents
Senior Thesis in DGALA Zoom
In mid-July of this year, Olivia
Goodwin ’21 presented their
senior thesis in Sociology at a
well-attended DGALA Zoom
event.
Olivia’s research
project focused on how
LGBTQ+ students used social
networks to cope with
stressors
during
the
pandemic
quarantine.
Olivia surveyed a group of 51
volunteer LGBTQ+ students
during the past academic
year (DGALA funding, in a pandemic-year
adjustment of its Triangle Grant program, helped
with transcribing student interviews).
Olivia’s research, presented at the Zoom,
uncovered many interesting and important
results. Among them was that transgender
students faced even greater stressors than their
cisgender peers, and that student-to-student
support was very important to respondents.
Notably, LGBTQ+ students in the incoming class
of ’24, even before coming to campus for their
first-year fall term, self-started an online LGBTQ+
community that facilitated mutual support
throughout the students’ first year. Olivia’s
research also found that affinity community
spaces in general, both physical and virtual,
provided important support for students.
The full Zoom recording is available for viewing.
Contact us at DartGALA@gmail.com for a link.
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THANK YOU
FY21 CONTRIBUTORS!
Benefactor ($500+)
Trevor Burgess
Paul Camp
Cherie Holmes
Hampton Rich
Gretchen Wetzel
Champion ($250+)
Jeffrey Bingenheimer
Robert Chaloner
Dawson Her Many Horses
Bradford Hise
Michael Jarvis
Roger Klorese
Alexandra Meise
Melanie Pastuck
Sylvia Racca
Robert Saltzman
Bradley Ursillo
Peter Van Buren
Douglas Ward and Earl Johnson
Advocate ($100+)
Ronald Akie
Joseph Barri
Sarah Burgamy
Nicholas Chamousis
Scott Chaney
Laura Christman & Julie Webb
Robert Cohn
Robert Conn
David Davenport
Debra Day
James Dial
Eric Fanning
Michael Ferris
Bob Goldman
Michael Gula
Michael Harrell
Joanne Herman
Ed Hermance
Kenneth Hillenburg
Ellen Ives & Colleen Johnson
Todd & Steve James-Herrmann
John Jordan
Susan Kahil
Karen Kaufman & Kelly Bonnevie
Kathleen Kehoe
Caroline & Darcy Kerr

Advocate (cont’d)
David King
Robert Lasher
Kelly Lawrence
Harold Leich
Andrew Leong
Anthony Lipp
Marie Longo
James McCann
Ed Miller
Frank Molloy
Bill Monsour
Jim Noonan
Jennifer Petter
John Ribaudo
Beth Robinson
Kevin Roon
P. Layton Sanders
William Scott
Curtis Springer
Timothy Stanne
Steven Strauss
Susan Stuebner
Elliot Stultz
Leslee Subak
Daniel Sude
John Turco
Michael Venuti
Carl Walesa
Jeff Walker
Pete Williams
Christopher Wilson
Todd Young
Philip Youngholm
Robert Zinnes
Gay & Lesbian Fund of Vermont at
the direction of Eileen Blackwood &
Lynn Goyette
Supporter ($25+)
Jack Anderson
Thaddeus Bennett
Robert Blum
Bob Bordone
William Boulware
Jacob Bourne
Jocelyn Bramble

Supporter (cont’d)
Joseph Brown
Elkin Cabas
Nicole Cameli
Andrew Camp
Katherine Carolan
Brian Cina
Nicole Clausing
Carol Cosenza
Steven Damron
John Eckels
Mary Fairbanks
Daniel Goldin
Michael Griffin
Andrew Groves
Susan Harrington
Meghan Hassett
James Haught
Allyn Heald
Michael Henry
Victor Hollenburg
Ryan Howard
Ronald Hufham
Michael Kenyon
Stephen Knowlton
Heather Lisle
Phoebe Manchester
Linda Markin
Doug McClure
Elizabeth McIntyre
Herbert Moses
Paul Oostenbrug
Richard Otto
Nathan Pinsley
James Rich
Harvey Rosenthal
Gustavo Ruiz Llopiz
David Schnabel
Joseph Smith
Eric Stults
Clo Tepper
Matthew Vincent
James Wiltshire
Matthew Yee
Richard Ziehler
Anonymous
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STUDENT CAMPUS UPDATE
Hello! My name is
Anne Johnakin ‘23.
I’ve been involved
with the LGBTQ+
community since I
started at Dartmouth,
initially as an ally.
After getting to know myself better, I came
out as queer this summer. I’m still very much
in the process of figuring myself out, but I am
grateful for friends new and old, who have
always provided a welcoming space.
In October, I went to a “Queer History of
Dartmouth” event. It was curated by
[DGALA member] Val Warner ’21, and
included archival records mostly from the
20th century. It was interesting see how
the queer community gained a larger and
larger presence over time. A big part of
that was student support groups. I also
read two letters by Ed Hermance ‘62 in the
Alumni Magazine, the first of which led to
the foundation of DGALA (then called
Dartmouth Lambda). I listened to oral
histories from the Speak Out project and
was able to view old GSA websites.
Recently, I’ve been doing a lot of work
researching the history of minority
communities at Dartmouth. I think it’s
because sometimes I feel stuck here, as if
my efforts to improve Dartmouth are in
vain. But walking through this exhibit and
doing my own research and talking to
alums has reminded me of a few
important things: (1) Dartmouth really has

come so far, and the culture here can and will
change, (2) student activism works, and
(3) I am not the only student who has ever
struggled at Dartmouth. There is a large
group of people who have fought to make
the College better and it’s comforting to
remember that I am not alone.
All this is to say that I am grateful for all of
you who attended Dartmouth and made it
better with your presence. The queer
students today remember the work that
was done, and we continue that work. v

DGALA MUSEUM TRIP
On the evening of
October 1, a group of
NYC-area DGALA alums
visited the New York
Historical
Society
Museum, just off of
Central Park, to see its
free outdoor exhibition
“Safe/Haven,” which explores, through 70
enlarged historic photographs, the preStonewall LGBT summer community of the
secluded beach town of Cherry Grove on
Fire Island (off of Long Island). There,
according to the exhibition, “gay men and
women found opportunities for sexual
exploration and self-expression—behavior
that was both stigmatized and criminalized
in the straight world.” The visit, and a
group dinner that followed, was enjoyed
by all. If you might like to set up a DGALAsupported event in your local area for
DGALA members and allies, please reach
out to us at DartGALA@gmail.com. v
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